With the video display technique developing, High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) to optimize coding efficiency for video coder is proposed. However, the latest coding standard HEVC has a good performance. In the meantime, it introduces large computational complexity in mode decision process. In the coding process, the encoding mode of a coding block is selected in numbers candidate. Therefore, once a coding block in the sequences encoded as skip mode, coding time would be saved largely since the simplification of rate-distortion (RD) cost calculation. In this paper, a decision method of coding blocks (CBs) based on texture analysis of entropy is proposed. Even though a CB included in homogeneous regions in natural test video sequences, the entropy value between current and neighbouring reference coding blocks is computed to decide the CB could be encoded as skip mode. Early skip mode detection can omit unnecessary mode decision since it results in huge computational complexity for RD cost calculation in conventional method. After the detection process, the CBs would be encoded as skip mode directly. Extensive experiment concludes that our method has better performance for computational complexity compared to conventional coding method with a negligible loss.
Introduction
High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [16] achieves advanced coding performance with respect to last coding standard H.264 since almost 50% bit optimization with similar coding efficiency [12] . Moreover, with the development of information and visual augmented method, high efficiency visual systems have drawn more and more attentions for consumer and research institutes. HEVC has good performance while introducing huge computational complexity for mode decision. Hence, saving the encoding time of CBs is a difficulty issue now, according to the features of coding process. The fast algorithms for real-time application of HEVC codec have been proposed which has considerable enhancement compared with original HEVC encoder.
HEVC introduces some new tools that has multiple coding block partitioning patterns extended from coding tree unit (CTU) [10] which is different with previous standard. And, the tools are inherited from macroblock (MB) of previous H.264. Moreover, the CTU coding method has more free size selection for coding tree block (CTB). These CTBs are composed by a set of corresponding flexible and different size coding blocks (CBs). Encoder performs the RD optimized process for all potential split pattern groups of CBs to obtain the least RD cost, which represents the best cooperation. The best combination groups of CBs are encoded as video bit stream [2, 11] to transmit in HEVC later.
In this paper, the detection algorithm is applied to CBs to decide skip mode or not. Generally, skip mode is the peculiar situation in CB partitioning pattern which the process of coding motion vector prediction and residual are omitted since they both are quantized to zero [6] , skip mode as well as a special situation of intra prediction. Therefore, the skip mode is of importance to reduce computational complexity of RD calculation in conventional coder, which omits some modes decision for numbers of candidates. The detection process in this paper utilizes entropy and entropy difference between the CBs to decide skip mode for the CB. In spite of the CB in motionless or motion regions, a CB could utilize skip mode to code if the difference of entropy value meets latter conditions or the threshold. In the motionless region of images, the constraint conditions are proposed. Meanwhile, the CBs in motion region should take the advantage of entropy to decide the skip. After these two detection procedures, numbers candidate modes are removable and skip mode is determinate. Therefore, this detection method has meaningful enlightenment to reduce computational complexity for RD calculation, which utilizes much coding time for some modes decision.
The rest of this paper is presented in the following. Some related woks are shown in section 2. The proposed method is fully introduced in section 3. The following experiment results are demonstrated in section 4. Lastly, the proposed method is concluded in section 5.
Related Work
As the HEVC coding tools developed fast, some state-of-the-art algorithms are proposed. The fast coding unit partitioning algorithm in intra prediction process is proposed in [15] , which achieves apparently saving for computational complexity with a little loss in RD cost calculation process. A fast edge detection algorithm in the preprocessing procedure of video frames is proposed for intra prediction of HEVC in [18] which contributes to reducing the computational complexity. A method that estimates the bits of angle prediction mode in CABAC process based on regression is presented in [4] , which avoids performing bits computing in CABAC encoding process. A fast coding unit partitioning algorithm in [5] for HEVC encoder by utilizing joint online and offline learning makes a fast decision for coding unit partitioning process based on Bayesian decision. To end the process of block size determinate in advance, a method for size decision of intra pictures by utilizing partial image features is proposed in [14] , utilizing the image itself to reduce coding time apparently. An intra prediction mode decision method in [8] utilizes the local binary patterns of an encoded block to achieve time saving. A fast blocks coding algorithm of intra coding utilizing the content feature of screen content coding is presented in [9] , which ends the quadtree partition process by taking the advantage of motionless blocks partition as bigger size. Two methods of mode and block size decision are presented in [22] , utilizing the gradient-based method for coding unit partition process to reduce encoding time distinctly. A low complexity texture video coding mode decision of dependent texture views is proposed in [19] , achieving encoding time saving and complexity reduction. An early skip mode decision method for HEVC is proposed in [3] , utilizing the texture advantages of motion or motionless region, which could reduce encoding time apparently.
The aforementioned algorithms are all developed for the time saving or computational complexity reduction in HEVC. However, most of these fast algorithms pay close attention to the process of CB encoding or CU partitioning whereas have no emphasis on the detection process of CBs in the sequence before the encoding procedure. Additionally, we should take full use of the characteristics that motion region contains large amount CBs could be encoded as skip mode. Therefore, improvement on how to further reduce mode decision calculated quantity for a detection of CBs before RD cost calculation can be done.
Proposed work

Analysis of Skip Mode
The CU partitioning structure of HEVC inter prediction unit has eight candidates that include four symmetric and four asymmetric partitioning modes. And, the especial partitioning structure of skip mode should be N N 2 2  size. Moreover, the skipped mode of prediction unit could be regarded as the simplest coding mode without coding the motion vector between two CBs, which is quantized to zero. Therefore, the skip mode should meet the two occasions as below:
 Perform subtraction operations on two motion vector of the current and referenced prediction unit and the result is zero.  Residuals are no need to be encoded since it equal to zero. with QP 22, 27, 32, 37. And, the average percentage of different size CU with four QPs is higher than 58%. Therefore, making a decision for skip mode before perform the complicated RD costs of prediction blocks which can apparently save much coding time for HEVC original encoder. 
Detect the Skip Mode of motionless CBs
The location of the referenced CUs in neighboring list 0 and list 1 are shown in Figure 1 , which are extracted from all available referenced frames. The corresponding motion vectors MVL0 and MVL1 could be computed by utilizing the CUs and then start motion prediction procedures for current frame. If a CB skips coding process, motion vector is needless to compress and residuals equal to zero. Based on these features, the significant amounts of CBs are contained in homogeneous regions of a sequence would be omitted to code [7] . Therefore, the detection of motionless regions and CUs is of importance since the frames have large stationary regions.
Ref frame
In this detection method, the RD computation process for N N 2 2  CB and the absolute value decision process for MVL0 and MVL1 are performed. Then, if the sum of motion vectors is zero and residuals are zero, the CB is motionless according to the following constraint condition. The detection constraint conditions are explained as follows:
However, in spite of the decision process for motionless CBs is efficient, the hit rate of the proposed method should be considered. The probability for the CU are encoded as skip mode under the above two conditions is shown in table 2. The four average values for each size CU with all four QPs are calculated. Furthermore, as table 2 shows, if the biggest sizes of CUs meet the constraint conditions, it has great opportunity to chose skip mode. Otherwise, the small sizes have low opportunity to be encoded as skip mode. Therefore, this detection process has high efficiency for large size block whereas the small size block has low probability. Moreover, only considering stationary or homogeneous region is incomplete. Due to the considerable numbers of CUs in non-stationary region such as the region of motion region in images could be encoded as skip, the non-stationary regions is necessary to check before the RD optimization process. 
Detect the Skip Mode from moving CBs
In the skip mode coding process, information which is included in the current CB and corresponding CBs of the neighbouring video pictures should be the similar, even exactly the same. For this reason, the skip flag and some other associated parameters of referenced CB in previous coded video frames could use directly in the decoder. Furthermore, the mutual information must be very low.
By utilizing (1), the mutual information For the maximum reduction computational complexity for function (1) , the difference of two entropy values ( H  ) [21] is introduced in proposed method, which is calculated by (2) and (3) for the two referenced CUL0 and CUL1 blocks, respectively. And, H represents the entropy that is explained in the (4). Based on (2) 
The entropy difference values are essential to the proposed method though it exists small errors. Moreover, the difference concept is similar to mutual information method. Thus, when the random numbers a and b are close, the values of   b a I , and H  with plugging a and b into functions. And, the results would be low and even equal to zero. Furthermore, the coding CU and corresponding CUs are almost the same with aforementioned occasion if they have similar parameters. In general, when a CU is encoded as skip mode, it may have similar entropy with corresponding CU and thus the difference would be equal to zero. Hence, aforementioned entropy difference is same with the occasion of mutual information, which omits the complex calculation process. An experiment has performed to show the accuracy and similarity for these different methods.
Skip mode is not only used in motionless regions but also in the complex texture regions such as the motion regions in texture images. Even though the motion region has an abundant of motion information, the homogeneous CB that should be encoded as skip mode also exists. Generally, the skip mode of a coding block in motion region can reduce the computational complexity obviously. It reveals that the texture features between associated blocks in reference video pictures and current motion blocks are similar. For this reason, the entropy values in skipped block and corresponding two blocks are similar. Moreover, entropy differences must be low since the blocks chose skip mode to code.
The entropy values of non-skipped CB from current and corresponding pictures would be not same since the texture features are different. However, whether the skipped CB is motionless or not, the texture features are similar to corresponding CB. The entropy difference between current skipped unit and associated coding units is low with negligible error loss.
If the step in computing difference H
 was finished, the threshold should be determined for mode decision step in advanced. In our proposed method, decision threshold is self-adaptive. Then, an average difference result for skipped and non-skipped blocks could be obtained by utilizing (5) and (6). The s N and ns N represent some coding blocks have been determined for skipped and non-skipped, respectively. And the parameter i represents the depth of a coding block. 
At last, the constraint condition with threshold for the motion coding blocks are encoded as skip mode:
On the other hand, others CBs may need further detection procedures for coding as skip or other mode.
Overall Algorithm
1. Start CU encoding decision of a CU block; 2. Calculate the RD cost of the PU mode;
3. Determinate the skip mode for stationary region based on the conditions of motion vectors which are determined in stationary constraint condition; 4. Perform the check of CUs from list 0 and list 1 ( 0 L CU and 1 L CU ) of reference frames. If the CU is do not satisfy with stationary constraint condition, go to step 5. Otherwise, the combination of different CBs encoding process skipped; 5. Detect the results derived from step (4) by function (8) . If the distance is satisfied with condition (8) when SKIP CU L  0 , perform the skipped process. Otherwise, let SKIP CU L  1 and then decide the distance whether satisfied with (8) or not, the CU coding would be skipped if the distance satisfied; 6. Determine skipped CU. Back to step (1) and perform next CU coding detection.
Experimental results
Experimental conditions
The proposed method is performed on HM10.0 test mode. The QPs values are 22, 27, 32, 37. The frames of video sequences are divided into GOP =8 and sequences are tested on the condition of both random access (RA) and low delay (LB) test conditions.
The evaluation of proposed method
The proposed method is performed by utilizing HM test mode 10.0. And, several evaluation criterions of Bit  , PSNR  , T  , Bjontegaard Delta (BD) [1] rate are used to prove the performance for proposed method. Experimental results are revealed in Table 3 . It reveals that our method achieves about 40% and 39% coding time reduction under random and low delay conditions while maintains the almost same coding quality compared with original encoder. About 38%, 44%, 38%, and 39% time reductions of the four groups sequences under random access condition. And, about 44%, 34%, 30%, and 52% time reductions of the four class sequences under low delay condition. In brief, the early detection method reduces 0.15% and 0.06% bit under random and low delay conditions, respectively, with PSNR 0.02 dB negligible rises. The BD values are 0.43% and 0.50% in random and low delay conditions too. Therefore, the proposed method has a good performance with negligible loss in quality. In addition, as Figure 2 shows, both PSNR and bitrate did not significantly changed for the presented method with respect to original HEVC encoder HM10.0. The proposed method also has a better performance of complexity reduction compared to the previous ESD and EPD method under the same condition with this paper. The results are explained in Table 4 . Especially, about 10% time reduction in the condition of random access and low delay compared to ESD. In spite of our presented method result in bit rising contrasts to ESD, the bit reduction achievement compared to conventional HM reference software is apparent. The bit rate of proposed method is 0.1% and 0.09% higher than ESD from the Table 4 . Furthermore, both algorithms implement similar PSNR reduction. The BD of proposed method has about 0.4% and 0.5% decrease while ESD realizes about 0.3% saving in RA and LB condition. The RD cost calculation process of proposed method also implement great time reduction compared with EPD algorithm. In the EPD, set average RD value from skipped CU as decision criterion. If a RD result of N N 2 2  coding block lower than given threshold, it would skip to code. The EPD has a time saving about 34.71%, which is less than our proposed method though BD rate is 1.41%.
The ESD only takes into consideration constraint conditions for motionless region, whereas the proposed method considering all motionless and motion regions with better results. Furthermore, previous EPD only utilizes RD values as referenced parameter, whereas the proposed method extra takes into account entropy difference to early decide skipped CU. Hence, this paper proposed a fast algorithm that performs a considering complexity reduction and quality preserve compare with previous method. Except for the ESD and EPD, the proposed algorithm has a comparison of several algorithms proposed in [13, 17, 20] next. The results are represented in table 5. The algorithms in Ref. [20] takes advantage of the texture consistency of neighbouring PU in the process of selecting RMD mode and MPM mode. This proposed early intra prediction decision method of HEVC achieves about 31.3% time saving on average, which is less than proposed algorithm 39.59% under LB condition with a little higher BD increase about 0.56% on average. And, the fast inter prediction mode decision method utilizes adaptive threshold in Ref. [17] is proposed based on quantization parameter and mode partition decision. The proposed algorithm with time saving about 39.59% is better than adaptive threshold method, which saving 35.2% under LB condition and having better BD rate of 0.43% compared with 1.89%. The Ref. [13] proposed a technique by exploiting a group of pattern templates (GPTs) utilizing object shapes or edges compared with conventional HEVC block partitioning modes. This technique implies that about 30% encoding time, which is less than our method about 9.59% time saving and higher BD growth about 0.18%. The amount of experimental demonstrate that fast coding method utilizing texture analysis of entropy difference is efficient and it consistently outperforms the latest methods of HEVC.
Conclusions
A fast algorithm for early termination of mode decision in HEVC encoder is proposed in this paper that utilizes entropy method to detect the CBs in the video sequence before the encoding process for skip mode. The texture information is of importance for the detection process of the stationary and non-stationary regions with entropy value is similar to mutual information. The results of comparative experiments reveals that the detection method could apparently reduce the computational complexity about 40% with respect to HM 10.0 test mode while bring a little loss (0.43%-0.50% BDBR increase). And the proposed method is better than ESD and EPD algorithm with 8.29%, 4.39%, 9.59% time saving compared with Ref. [13, 17, 20] and 0.13%-1.46% less BD increased. Experiment results show the proposed method reduces coding time significantly compared to HEVC codec with a negligible quality loss.
